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Behind the Scenes:   From Pre-Launch to Operations
Interior Exploration using 






















Taking Mars’ Vital Signs
(It’s been 4.3BY 
since your last 
appointment…) 
HP3
Heat-Flow and Physical 
Properties Probe
RISE 





• How much seismic activity is present? 
• What is the distribution of seismic activity?
• What other surface vibrations are detectable (meteorite 
impacts, dust storms)? 
• At what rate does heat escape the 
interior?
• What is the thermal conductivity vs. 
depth?
• Are Earth and Mars siblings?
• What is the precession of Mars?
• What is the size/composition of 
Mars’ core?
• The first Mars launch out of  the West Coast/ Vandenberg AFB
• Launch Date:  May 5, 2018 on an Atlas V 401
• Landing Date: November 26, 2018
• Currently in operation on Mars









“an afterlife paradise that is flat!”












Behind the Scenes:   From Pre-Launch to Operations
PRE-LAUNCH               LAUNCH                         CRUISE
APPROACH                     LANDING                      SURFACE OPS
PRE-LAUNCH               LAUNCH                         CRUISE
APPROACH                     LANDING                      SURFACE OPS
From Earth to Mars…
PRE-LAUNCH               LAUNCH                         CRUISE









PRE-LAUNCH               LAUNCH                         CRUISE
From Preparations
to Integration and Test 
February 
2018





























PRE-LAUNCH               LAUNCH                         CRUISE















Step 1:   Solar Arrays
Deploy!
Artist’s rendering, not actual photo
Step 2:   Seismometer Deploy
Artist’s rendering, not actual photo
Step 3:   HP3 Deploy
Artist’s rendering, not actual photo

Actual photo-InSight
SEIS Deployment





SEIS Thermal
& Wind Cover
Deployment
HP3 Deployment
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Thank You!
Questions?

